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Given a lattice L=AZ3 with determinant d(L)=|det(A)|>0, let }(L)=
sup[vol(P)(8d(L)] where the supremum is taken over all o-symmetric parallel-
epipeds P with faces parallel to the coordinate axes such that P & L=[o]. We
prove the following conjecture by Gruber: The absolute minimum of the function
}(L) has value 87 cos2(?7) cos(2?7)=0.578416...=}(L*) and is uniquely
attained at the critical lattice L* of the star body |x1 x2 x3|1. Moreover, this
minimum is isolated: There exists a positive ’ such that }(L)>}(L*)+’ holds for
any lattice which is not equivalent to L*. We also state a conjecture concerning
higher minima of }(L).  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Given a (non-degenerate) lattice L=AZn in Rn with basis A and deter-
minant d(L)=|det(A)|>0, let }(L) denote the supremum of the values
vol(P)(2nd(L)) taken over all (closed) o-symmetric parallelepipeds P
with faces parallel to the coordinates axes which are admissible for L
which means that L & int(P)=[o]. An admissible parallelepiped is called
extremal in L if each of its 2n facets contains a lattice point in its relative
interior. An extremal P is called maximal in L if }(L)=vol(P)(2nd(L)).
Clearly one has
}(L)=sup[vol(P)(2nd(L)): P is extremal in L]. (1)
Note the identities
}(DQL)=}(QDL)=}(L), (2)
where Q is any n_n-permutation matrix and D a regular diagonal matrix.
We also introduce the homogeneous minimum
*(L)=inf[ |x1 x2 } } } xn|d(L): x # L"[o]].
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It follows from Minkowski’s linear form theorem that necessarily (0<)
}(L)1. Mordell (see [15], p. 254) posed the problem to decide whether
the constants
}n=inf[}(L): L a lattice in Rn]
are positive. Hlawka [18] confirmed this by giving the general estimate
}nn(n!)&2 2&n(n+1)2 (n=2, 3, ...).
The exact value of }n was known only for n=2. One has }2=}(L$)=
(1+1- 5)2=0.7236..., where L$ is the lattice with maximal two-dimen-
sional homogeneous minimum *(L$). Various proofs of this were given by
Szekeres [28], Szu sz [31], Sura nyi [27] and Gruber [13]. Partial results
in the three-dimensional case were obtained by Szekeres [29], Chao Ko
[19], Gruber [13] and the author [22]. The latter also gave a general
isolation criterion for the function }(L) in arbitrary dimensions [23].
There is an open conjecture by Gruber claiming that }(L)=1 holds for
almost all lattices (in the sense of the natural measure on the space of
n-dimensional lattices). For a topological result in this direction see [16].
An inhomogeneous analogue of Gruber’s conjecture was proved by the
author [24]. Bambah, Dumir and Hans-Gill [2] (see also [1]) studied a
different inhomogeneous version of Mordell’s problem.
2. Statement of Results
The rest of the paper is concerned with dimension n=3. Let L*=A*Z3
be the lattice with basis
&12 &3 1
A*=\&13 &1 1+ ,&11 &2 1
where k=&2 cos(2k?7), k=1, 2, 3. It is known [22] that
}(L*)=
8
7
cos2 \?7+ cos \
2?
7 +=0.578416... .
In view of (2), we call two lattices L, L$ equivalent, if L$=QDL for a
suitable 3_3-permutation matrix Q and a regular 3_3-diagonal matrix D.
Our main purpose is to prove the following
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Theorem. The function }(L) attains its absolute minimum at the lattice
L*. This minimum is isolated in the following sense: One has
}(L)>}^=0.5785 (=}(L*)+’)
for any lattice which is not equivalent to L*.
Corollary. Mordell ’s three-dimensional constant has value
}3=}(L*).
Remark. It seems likely that the lower spectrum of values of }(L) is
made up of a sequence of further isolated minima. A list of the conjectured
values and corresponding lattices is given in Section 4.7.
3. Auxiliary Results
Lemma 1 (Gruber [13]). For any lattice L=AZ3 with *(L)=0 one has
}(L)}2=0.7236... .
Lemma 2 (SwinnertonDyer [26]). There are only 19 inequivalent three-
dimensional lattices with *(L) 117=0.058823... .
Each of these lattices L1=L*, L2 , ..., L19 is generated by a totally real
number field, so for each Lj the system of extremal parallelepipeds is peri-
odic (see [20], p. 287 f.). As a consequence, each of the values }(Lj) is the
maximum of the finitely many values vol(P)(8d(L)) where P runs through
the diagonally inequivalent extremal parallelepipeds in Lj . Therefore }(Lj)
can be obtained by carrying out a finite number of steps of Minkowski’s
parallelepiped algorithm which is described at the end of this section and
in the Appendix. Most of these lattices have a rather complicated structure
and it requires extensive calculations to determine their values }(Lj). The
results can be found in Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7. The only information we
need at present are the inequalities
}(L*)<}(L2)=0.6012...<}(Lj) ( j=3, 4, ..., 19). (3a)
It follows that in order to establish the theorem it suffices to prove that
}(L)>}~ =0.5785 (3b)
if
0<*(L)< 117 . (4)
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Given any such lattice we have to specify at least one extremal
parallelepiped P such that 18 vol(P)&}^ } d(L)>0. For this purpose we
make use of Minkowski’s algorithm which allows (in principle) to deter-
mine the complete system of extremal parallelepipeds, once any particular
extremal P0 in L is given.
Let P be an extremal parallelepiped in L. By our assumption *(L)>0,
each pair of facets \Fi contains exactly one pair of lattice points \ai
(i=1, 2, 3), so P can be represented by the matrix A=(a1 , a2 , a3). Conver-
sely, a matrix A=(a1 , a2 , a3)=(aik) determines an extremal parallelepiped
in L if it has the following properties:
(i) ai # L"[o] (i=1, 2, 3),
(ii) |akj |<|akk| (k, j=1, 2, 3, k{j),
(iii) There is no b # L"[o] such that |bk|<|akk| (k=1, 2, 3).
Any matrix having these properties is called extremal in L. If the
parallelepiped determined by A is maximal, A is also called maximal in L.
It is well known (see Lemma 3) that an extremal matrix is either singular
or a basis of L.
In view of relations (2) and the fact that the boundary lattice points
occur in pairs \ai , we identify two matrices A, A$ if A$=DAE where
D is any regular diagonal matrix and E is one of the matrices E=
diag(e1 , e2 , e3), ei # [&1, 1]. There are six classes under this equivalence.
We choose representatives A0 as follows (see [20], p. 282):
Lemma 3 (Minkowski). (i) Any extremal matrix of a lattice with
*(L)>0 is equivalent to a matrix of the form
a x1 x2 a \b \c
A0=(a1 , a2 , a3)=\x4 g x3+=\\ f g \h+ , (5a)x5 x6 l \ j \k l
where
(b, c, h, f, j, k)=( |x1|, |x2|, ..., |x6| ); a1 , a2 , a3 # L"[o];
(5b)
a, g, l>0; a>b, a>c; g>h, g> f ; l> j, l>k;
and one of the conditions given in Table I is fulfilled.
Matrices of type (1)(5) are bases, matrices of type (6) are singular.
(ii) If a matrix A0 of the form (5a) satisfies (5b) and one of the condi-
tions (5.1)(5.12), then it is an extremal basis of the lattice with basis A0 .
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TABLE I
( type) (sgn x1 , sgn x2 , ..., sgn x6) Subtype Set of inequalities
(1) (++&&&&) 1 b+c>a, j>k (5.1)
2 b+c>a, j<k, f >h (5.2)
(2) (&&++&&) 3 h+ f > g, b>c (5.3)
4 h+ f > g, b<c, k> j (5.4)
(3) (&&&&++) 5 j+k>l, h> f (5.5)
6 j+k>l, h< f, c>b (5.6)
(4) (+&+&+&) 7 b>c (5.7)
8 b<c, h> f (5.8)
9 b<c, h< f, j>k (5.9)
(5) (&+&+&+) 10 c>b (5.10)
11 c<b, f >h (5.11)
12 c<b, f <h, k> j (5.12)
(6) (&&&&&&) 13 b+c=a, h+ f = g, j+k=l (5.13)
Matrices satisfying (5a, b) and one of the conditions (5.1)(5.13) will be
called standard extremal matrices.
Any extremal P0 (with corresponding matrix A0 , say) has three
‘‘neighbors’’ P1 , P2 , P3 (with corresponding matrices Ai also called
neighbors of A0) which are obtained by suitable compression and dilatation
of P0 in the direction of the coordinate axes. It suffices to describe the pro-
cess for the case that P0 is of regular type and the compression is made in
the direction of the 1-axis. Let A0=(a1 , a2 , a3) be the (unique) standard
extremal basis associated with P0 .
First assume that b>c. Reducing P0 in size by moving the facets \F1
(which are orthogonal to the 1-axis) inwards until they contain the points
\a2 leads to an (admissible) parallelepiped P$/P. Now P$ is enlarged by
moving its facets \F $2 (which are orthogonal to the 2-axis) outwards until
they contain lattice points \a$2 in their relative interiors. The resulting
parallelepiped P1 is obviously extremal. It is called the 1-neighbor of P0 .
For the transformation introduced we adopt the notation P1=T 1P0=
T 12 P0 (the upper and lower indices indicate the directions of compression
and dilatation, respectively). P1 is associated with a well-defined standard
extremal matrix of the form
A1=T 12A0=E } (ua2 , ea1+sa2+ta3 , wa3),
where E is a diagonal matrix diag(e1 , e2 , e3), ei # [&1, 1], and u, w, e, s, t
are integers ( |u|, |w|=1, |e|1) which can be calculated from the elements
a, g, l, x1 , ..., x6 of A0 by Minkowski’s parallelepiped algorithm. For the
convenience of the reader we have included all necessary details of the
algorithm in the Appendix (section 5). Corrections of some errors in
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Minkowski’s original paper ([20], p. 284f ), concerning the so-called
double neighbors, have been given by Zeisel [32] (a full description of the
algorithm can also be found in Hancock’s book [17]). For further work
related to the subject see Bullig(-Bergmann) [3][7], and Cusick [9],
[10].
The case b<c (where T 1A0=T 13 A0) and the transformations T
2A0 ,
T 3A0 (and eventually T jT iA0 in case T iA0 is singular) are easily settled by
suitable permutation of coordinates with the help of the following simple
observations: Let Q=(qik) be a 3_3-permutation matrix with qij=1 if
{( j)=i, and qij=0 else, where { is a permutation of [1, 2, 3]. Further, let
A be an extremal matrix in L. Then A$=QAQ&1 is extremal in the lattice
L$=QL and one has
T ik A=Q
&1(T {(i){(k)(QAQ
&1)) Q (i, k=1, 2, 3; k{i). (6)
It should be noticed that the representatives A as characterized by the
system of relations (5) are chosen such that, in any case, QAQ&1 is again
one of those representatives.
4. Proof of the Theorem
The assertion of the theorem is an immediate consequence of the
following Borel-type proposition which generalizes a known result for the
two-dimensional case (see e.g. [27]):
Proposition. Let L be a lattice with *(L)>0 which is not equivalent to
L*. Then there exists an ===(L)>0 such that every extremal parallelepiped
P0 having a boundary lattice point x # L with |x1x2x3|d(L)*(L)+= has
the following property: at least one of the neighbors of the form P=
T ik(T ik&1 } } } (T i1P0) } } } ), k4 (eventually P=P0 itself ), satisfies
1
8 vol(P)&}^ } d(L)>0. (7)
For the proof of this we need some preparation.
4.1. An expansion based on Minkowski ’s algorithm. We denote by A
the set of those points x=(x1 , ..., x6) # (&1, 1)6 for which
1 x1 x2
A0=A0(x)=\x4 1 x3+x5 x6 1
is a standard extremal basis and, in addition, the lattice L=A0Z3 has no
points in common with the coordinate planes (apart from the origin).
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Among these lattices there are, of course, all lattices with *(L)>0 and,
in particular, all lattices generated by totally real number fields (for which
certainly *(L)>0; there is a long-standing conjecture by Cassels and
Swinnerton-Dyer [8] (see also [26]) claiming that, in contrast to the
situation in dimension 2, these are the only three-dimensional lattices with
positive homogeneous minimum). Obviously, A is the disjoint union of its
subsets Ap , p=1, 2, ..., 12, corresponding to the 12 possible regular subtypes
as characterized by relations (5a), (5b), (5.p), and the sets A$p=int(clos Ap)
are pairwise disjoint open convex polytopes whose union is A$
(=int(clos A)). Moreover, relations (5) clearly show that each A$p can be
written as the direct product Bp_Cp_Dp of open convex polygonal regions
(polygons, for short) in (&1, 1)2.
Our first aim is to develop a setting for a sort of expansion on the basis
of Minkowski’s algorithm. The difficulty arising in dimension 3 is the fact
that we have to deal with three transformations T 1, T 2, T 3 which induce,
for any lattice having only the origin in common with the coordinate
planes, a planar three-regular directed ‘‘edge-labelled’’ graph (with the
neighbors figuring as nodes and the operators T ik labelling the directed
edges; examples are provided by Figs. 13, the graphs represented by
Figs. 2 and 3 are periodic); any such neighbor graph allows a geometric
realization giving a partition of the plane into bounded polygons (corre-
sponding to the circles of the graph) with finitely many edges, whereas in
dimension 2 there are only two transformations T 1, T 2 which simply
induce a two-sided infinite chain.
So we have to introduce, in one way or the other, an order relation on
the nodes of the neighbor graph. We find it convenient to do this in the
following way. Let A1=T 1k1 A0 , A2=T
2
k2 A0 , A3=T
3
k3 A0 . Next we list up
the neighbors of the second ‘‘layer’’ around A0 , that is, the 6 neighbors of
the form T 1A1 , T iA1 (i # [2, 3], i{k1), T j A2 , T kA2 ( j, k # [1, 2, 3], j<k,
j{k2 , k{k2), T mA3 , T nA3 (m<n; m, n{k3). If any of these neighbors
happens to be identical with some Al (l3) determined in an earlier step
then we remove it from the list. The remaining q2 neighbors (q26) in
layer 2 (in the above order) are denoted by A4 , A5 , ..., Aq2 . Now we con-
tinue with layers 3, 4, ... . Generally, we proceed by listing up the 2qn&1
elements of layer n&1 and then remove duplicates, if there occur any
(indeed, this happens frequently).
The process described can be looked at as a procedure to extract from
the neighbor graph of L a directed tree T on the full (infinite) set of nodes
A0 , A1 , A2 , A3 , ..., Aqm&1+1 , ..., Aqm , ..., and with root A0 , but with every
circle being cut up. (Note that each removal of a duplicate in the course of
our process prevents a circle from being closed.) By construction, each An
has at most two outer neighbors and one (immediate) inner neighbor Ar ,
say (r=r(n)<n).
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If An is regular we have a unique representation of the form
o e o
An=T inknAr=EArQUQ
&1, U=U(n, x)=\u s o+ ,o t w
where E=E(n, x) is a diagonal matrix with entries \1, Q=Q(n, x) is one
of the six permutation matrices corresponding to the six possible pairs
(i, k), and u, w, e; s, t are integers ( |u|, |w|=1, |e|1).
If An is singular, then there is a unique j= j(n)<r<n such that
o e o
An=T inkn(T
iAj)=EAj QUQ&1, U=\u s o+v t w
with integers u, v, w; e, s, t ( |u| , |w|=1, |e|, |v|1).
We let p=pn(# [0, 1, ..., 13]) denote the integer indicating the subtype of
An (as characterized by the respective relation (5.p)), and rn the index of
the immediate inner neighbor of An . On putting, for completeness, v0(x)=
( p0 , &1; 0, 0; 0, 0) if x # Ap0 ( p0=1, ..., 12), we obtain, for any fixed x # A,
a well-defined sequence of associated ‘‘digit’’ vectors
vn=vn(x)=( pn , rn ; in , kn ; sn , tn), n=0, 1, 2, ... . (8)
We denote by V the class of sequences V=(v1 , v2 , ..., vn , ...) arising in this
way. The parameters p, ..., s, t are chosen so as to guarantee a one-to-one
correspondence between V and A: for each V # V there is a unique x # A
such that V=V(x) (this may be put as V&1=[x]), in other words, we
have the desired expansion and are justified in writing
x=[v0(x), v1(x), ..., vn(x), ...] (x # A). (9)
This expansion provides us with a dissection of the domain A into convex
polytopes with rational vertices (see Lemma 4 in the next section). We are
aware of the immanent defects of any attempt to come up with a satisfac-
tory expansion here, but for the present purpose we need not go into this
discussion (for some background information see e.g. [30] and [10]).
Let x # A be given and let Aj=Aj (x), j=0, 1, 2, ..., be the system of
neighbors in the lattice L=L(x)=A0(x) Z3 with basis A0 . We introduce
the functions
.j (x)=6(Aj (x))&}^ } det(A0(x)), j=0, 1, ... .
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For an extremal matrix A=(aik) we set 6(A)=|a11a22 a33|. Clearly 86(A)
is equal to the volume of the parallelepiped determined by A; in particular,
we have 6(A0)=1. It suffices to consider the points x in the set
A =A1 _ A2 _ A7 _ A8 _ A9 ,
because matrices A0 of type (2) or (3) can be transformed into type (1) ,
and matrices of type (5) into type (4), by applying a suitable transfor-
mation QA0Q&1 (cf. Table I).
We define P(/A ) to be the set of points x=(x1 , ..., x6) # A such that
.(x)=max[.j (x): j=0, 1, ..., q]>0,
where q=q(x) means the number of neighbors in the first four layers
around the root A0(x).
By our assumption (4), the domain of . may be further restricted to the
set L(/A ) of points x # A whose coordinates satisfy the inequalities
$(x)= 117 (1+x1x3 x5+x2x4x6&x1x4&x2x5&x3x6)&|x2x3|0, (10a)
(x)=min[ |(m+nx1+px2)(mx4+n+px3)(mx5+nx6+p)|]&|x2 x3|0.
(10b)
(The minimum in (10b) is to be taken over all integers m, n, p with |m|, |n|,
p # [0, 1], (m, n, p){(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1)). In Section 4.5 it will become clear
that the critical lattice L* (up to equivalence) is associated with a certain
unique expansion x*=[v0*, v1*, ...] # A7"L (see relations (15) and (17)).
Anticipating this and relation (3a), Proposition (7) follows if we can prove
the inclusion
L/P. (11)
The structure of the proof is as follows: The points associated with the
Swinnerton-Dyer lattices L1 , ..., L19 (which are all in the complement of L)
are treated separately (see Sections 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7). In order to estimate
}(L) for the lattices with *(L)< 117 we split up the set clos A into a finite
family of small compact convex polytopes generated by terminating expan-
sions with bounded digits (for definitions and details see Sections 4.2 and
4.3), and a small complementary set M. The function .(x) (or rather its
continuous extension) was found to be positive on M and on most of the
polytopes mentioned, with the exception of a few ill-behaved polytopes; but
we can show that the intersections of these polytopes with L are either
empty or contained in P (see Sections 4.5 and 4.6).
The crucial problem is to exclude the neighborhood of the point x*
representing the critical lattice L*(=L1) where .(x) certainly takes
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negative values on layers of any order whatsoever; in Section 4.5 we
establish the isolatedness of the critical lattice by showing that not only x*
but also a remarkably large polytope around x* is contained in the
complement of L and therefore can be ignored.
Combining this with the rest of the puzzle finally leads to the conclusion
that the value }(L*) is an isolated minimum.
4.2. Terminating expansions. Let V=(v0 , v1 , ..., vn(x)=( pn , rn ; in , kn ;
sn , tn), ...) # V, p0 # [1, 2, 7, 8, 9], be given and let T be the corresponding
(directed, edge-labelled) neighbor tree with root A0 and nodes A1 , A2 , ... .
Select an arbitrary finite subtree S of T with nodes A0 , Aj1 , ..., Ajn
( j1< j2< } } } < jn), say, and corresponding digit vectors v0 , vj1 , ..., vjn . We
do not allow the end-node of any branch of S to be of type (13)
(singular).
We call any sequence arising in this way terminating and write W=
[v0 , vj1 , ..., vjn]; frequently, we will speak of terminating expansions. To
simplify the notation, we sometimes write W=[v0 , v1 , ..., vn]. Note that a
terminating sequence is automatically associated with an underlying tree
(complete information about the combinatorial structure of that tree is
provided by the parameters rj , ij , kj).
Given a terminating sequence W=[w0 , wj1 , ..., wjn], we define W
&1 to be
the set of points x=[v0(x), v1(x), ...] # A such that (v0(x), v j1(x), ...,
vjn(x))=(w0 , wj1 , ..., wjn). Note that [v0]
&1=Ap if v0=( p, &1; 0, ..., 0).
We write W OW and say that W is an extension of W , if W is a
terminating sequence associated with a tree S, and W is a terminating
subsequence of W associated with a subtree S of S with common root.
Obviously W OW implies the inclusions W &1$W&1 and (W &1)$
(W&1)$. (Here and later we write S$=int(clos S) for any set S.)
We now prove that the semiordering O on the neighbor tree generates
a partition of A$ into convex cross-polytopes.
Lemma 4. (i) Let W=[w1 , ..., wn] be a terminating sequence associated
with a tree S. Then (W&1)$ is the direct product B_C_D of (open, bounded )
convex polygons B, C, D.
(ii) Take an arbitrary node A of the tree S which has less than two
outer neighbors, and extend S by adjoining an end-node and inserting an
arbitrarily labelled edge between A and the new node, with corresponding
digit vector w=( p, r; i, k; s, t) (choose w such that no circle is being closed).
If p{13, then the system of all possible terminating expansions W (w)
associated with the extended tree S (the labels i, k of the new edge and
the parameters p({13), s, t for the new node being variable) generates a
partition of (W &1)$ into the polytopes (W(w)&1)$.
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If p=13, then fix w, add a second edge and a (necessarily regular) end-
node, with corresponding digit vector w~ , and consider the terminating expan-
sions W(w, w~ ). Now the partition is made up of the polytopes (W(w, w~ )&1)$.
We prove this by induction. First let W=[v0], v0=( p, &1; 0, ..., 0),
p # [1, 2, 7, 8, 9]. Then (W&1)$=A$p , which has been found to be the
direct product of three open convex polygons. Moreover, A $ is the disjoint
union of the sets A$p . Now fix an extension W (v1)=[v0 , v1], v1=( p1 , 0;
i, k; s, t), p1 # [1, ..., 12]. Then there exists some extremal standard basis
A=A(x), x # Ap , (and so an infinity of such bases) having a neighbor A =
T ik A=EAU , with prescribed (i, k) and a prescribed matrix U . We have to
prove that the set
(W (v1)&1)$=int(clos[x=[v0 , v1 ; v2 , ...] # A : v0 , v1 fixed, v2 , ... variable])
can be characterized by a finite system of linear inequalities for the pairs of
coordinates (x1 , x2), (x3 , x4), (x5 , x6). In fact there are three types of such
restrictions:
(:) the inequalities
|x2i&1|>|x2i |, if (i, k)=(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1),
|x2i&1|<|x2i |, if (i, k)=(1, 3), (2, 1), (3, 2),
resulting from the prescribed directions of compression and dilatation;
(;) the extremality conditions (5b), and
(#) the conditions (5.p) and (5.p1) characterizing the extremal bases
A and A .
This adds up to a finite set of inequalities for the pairs of variables
(x2i , x2i&1), j=1, 2, 3, as desired. The fact that all possible polytopes
(W (w)&1)$ provide a partition of (W&1)$ is an immediate consequence of
the uniqueness of the expansion (9).
If p1=13, then fix, in addition, a digit vector v i2=( pi2 , ...), pi2{13, such
that [v0 , v1 , vi2] is an extension of [v0]. The same kind of argument
applies to this and any further extension of the present tree, since the
adjunction of any new regular end-node with preassigned digits gives rise
to an additional system of inequalities (;), (#), via Lemma 3, and an
equality of type (:) for the pairs of variables (x2i&1, x2i). We mention that
in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 we specify such polytopes explicitly.
It is important to note that the distinction of the various subcases of
Minkowski’s algorithm is irrelevant for our purpose. Instead, we make use
of the fact that, by Lema 3(ii), a neighbor of regular type ( p=1, ..., 12) is,
in contrast to a singular one, characterized by inequalities (5a), (5b), (5p).
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This is the very reason why we do not allow an end-node to be singular.
Lemma 4 is proved.
4.3. Terminating expansions with bounded digits. Let W1 denote the
class of terminating expansions [w0 , ..., wj=( pj , ..., sj , tj), ..., wn], n3,
p0 # [1, 2, 7, 8, 9], associated with trees (called W1-trees) whose node set
consists of the root and those of its immediate neighbors in layer 1 for
which max[ |sj |, |tj |]4 ( j=1, ..., n).
By W2 we denote the class of extensions of W1-expansions associated
with trees (called W2-trees) obtained by extending W1-trees into layer 2,
with the additional restriction that max[ |sj |, |tj |]2 for each j such that
Aj belongs to layer 2.
Generally, we let Wl , l2, denote the class of extensions of Wl&1-expan-
sions associated with trees obtained by extending Wl&1-trees into layer l,
again with the restriction that max[ |sj |, |tj |]2 if Aj belongs to layer l.
Note the inclusions (W&1)$#(X&1)$ for polytopes determined by sequen-
ces WOX, W # Wl&1 , X # Wl . For any W # Wl it is routine to determine the
vertices of the polygons B, C, D in the decomposition (W&1)$=B_C_D
(cf. Lemma 4). Since W&1 is bounded and dense, there is no difficulty in
extending the functions $(x), (x) and .W (x)=max[.j (x): j=0, 1, ..., n]
(x # W&1) continuously to clos W&1. We use the same symbols for the
extended functions, but no confusion will arise. We put W=W1 _ W2 _
W3 _ W4 and M=L"([(W&1)$: W # W]). Relation (11), and so
Proposition (7), will follow if we can prove that
+0=min[.0(x): x # M]>0, (12a)
and
+(W)=min[.W (x): x # L & clos W&1]>0 if W # W. (12b)
In many cases the stronger inequality
&(W)=min[.W (x): x # clos W&1]>0 (12c)
is fulfilled which clearly implies (12b).
Inequality (12b) was found to hold for the vast majority of the expansions
W # W1 _ W2 _ W3 , and so for all possible extensions of those expansions.
For each W # W1 for which we were not able to verify (12c) or (12b), we
had to look through the extended expansions X o W, X # Wl , l  2.
Fortunately this process comes to an end; at last we are left with a small
number of ill-behaved expansions X # W3 which require further extension
into layer 4 and had to be investigated carefully. In Section 4.6 we discuss
the most troublesome case detected.
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In particular, all W3-polytopes in the neighborhood of the points
representing the Swinnerton-Dyer lattices L1=L*, L2 , ..., L19 are either
disjoint with L, and therefore can be ignored, or they satisfy (12b).
In the following Sections 4.4 and 4.5 we give the details for the critical
lattice L1 and the closely related lattices L2 and L5 which have strikingly
similar periodic expansions and share many properties with an infinite
family of lattices generated by certain normal cubic number fields.
4.4. A family of algebraic lattices containing the critical lattice. Let
i=i (q) (1<2<3) be the (real) solutions of the equation
3+(q&2) 2&(q+1) +1=0 (q=1, 2, ...). (13a)
The following relations are easily verfied:
1<&1, 0<2<1<3 ;
&1=q&1+O(q&1), 2=q&1+O(q&2),
3=1+q&1+O(q&2), as q  ;
1+2+3=2&q, 12+23+31= &1&q, 123=&1, (13b)
&11 =1&3 , 
&1
2 =1&1 , 
&1
3 =1&2 . (13c)
We put
31=diag(1 , 2 , 3), 32=diag(3 , 1 , 2), 33=diag(2 , 3 , 1), (14a)
D1=diag(&1, 1, 1), D2=diag(1, &1, 1), D3=diag(1, 1, &1). (14b)
Note that 3132 33=D1D2D3= &I. Identities (13c) show that the cubic
fields K=K(i) generated by  i coincide, that is, K=Kq is normal. Let
&12 &3 1 1&1 &3 1
A=A(q)=\&13 &1 1+=\1&2 &1 1+ , 4q=AZ3.&11 &2 1 1&3 &2 1
We have 41=L1=L*, 42=L2 , 43=L5 (see [26], p. 384). We prefer to
work with the matrix
A0=A0(q)=diag(&2 , &&11 , 1) AD1
1 3&1 &2 a b &c
=\ &2 1 3&1+=\&f g h + , (15a)3&1 &2 1 j &k l
which is a standard extremal basis of type (4) with pairwise orthogonal
columns.
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We have to distinguish the cases q{2 and q=2.
The case q{2. We apply Minkowski’s algorithm. Since j+k>l if q=1
and a>2b if q3, we have (4) , case 2 (cf. the Appendix). Using (13b, c),
we obtain
A1=T 12 A0=D2 A0U1 , A4=T
1
3T
1
2A0=D3A0 U, (15b)
where
0 0 0 0 0 &1
U1=\1 &1 0+ (independently of q), U=U(q)=\ 0 1 1 + .0 &1 1 &1 1 1&q
Since we have
A0U=33 A0 (hence A4=D333 A0), and Q&1A0Q=QA0Q&1=A0 ,
0 0 1
where Q=\1 0 0+ , (15c)0 1 0
we can derive the complete information about the neighbor graph Tq
induced by 4q from the basis and the two neighbors just determined by
repeated application of (6), (15b, c) and the identities Q3iQ&1=3i+1 ,
QDi Q&1=Di+1 (take i mod 3):
A2=T 23A0=Q(T
1
2 Q
&1A0Q) Q&1=Q(T 12 A0) Q
&1=QA1 Q&1, (15d)
A3= QA2 Q&1, (15e)
A7=T 21T
2
3 A0=Q(T
1
3 T
1
2(Q
&1A0Q) Q&1=QA4Q&1=D1 31A0=D1A0(QUQ&1),
(15f)
A9=T 32T
3
1 A0= Q
2A4Q&2 =Q&1A4 Q=D2 32A0=D2A0(Q&1UQ).
(15g)
(T iT jA means the same as T i(T jA)). We determine the remaining
neighbors in layer 2. Since
A0=T 21(T
3
1T
1
3) T
1
2A0=(T
2
1T
3
1)(T
1
3T
1
2) A0
=(T 21T
3
1)(D333A0)=D333(T
2
1T
3
1A0),
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it follows that
A8=T 21T
3
1 A0= D33
&1
3 A0=D3 A0 U
&1, (15h)
A5=T 32T
1
2 A0= QA8Q
&1=D13&11 A0=D1A0(QU
&1Q&1), (15i)
A6=T 13T
2
3 A0=QA5Q
&1=Q&1A8Q=D23&12 A0=D2A0(Q
&1U&1Q). (15j)
Combining equations (13b, c), (14), (15) yields the identity
(T 32T
3
1)(T
2
1T
2
3)(T
1
3T
1
2) A0=A0 ,
which explains the honey-comb structure of the neighbor graph Tq for
each q{2 (see Fig. 2). Our results clearly show that the diagonal trans-
formations 3k1 3
j
2 (k, j # Z) provide the complete set of automorphisms of
the lattice 4q , and that 1 , 2 are fundamental units in Kq . Since
det(Di3i)=1, there are only two possible values for the volumes of
extremal matrices. An easy calculation gives
6(A0)=1, 6(A1)=
3
&1
, d(4q)=det(A0(q))=
2
&1
(q(q&1)+7);
hence
}(4q)=max
i=0, 1 {
6(Ai)
d(4q)==
1
d(4q)
max { |1|2 ,
3
2= .
Since |1(1)|=2 cos(2?7)<3(1)=&2 cos(6?7), and |1(q)|>3(q) if
q2, it follows that
}(41)=}(L1)=
3(1)
72(1)
=0.5784..., }(4q)=
|1(q)|
(q(q&1)+7) 2(q)
(q3).
(16a, b)
For q=3, the numerical value is }(43)=}(L5)=|1(3)|(132(3))=
0.7445... .
The case q=2. Here we will also obtain full information about the
graph T2 induced by 42 from the basis and two neighbors. Since in this
(and only this) case a<2b, f <h, j+k<l, we have (4) , Case 1, of
Minkowski’s algorithm and obtain
A1=T 12 A0=A0 V1 , A4=T
1
2A1=T
1
2T
1
2 A0=A1 V,
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where
0 &1 0 0 &1 0
V1=\1 1 0+ , V=\1 0 0+ .0 0 1 0 &1 1
As in case q{2, we have QA0Q&1=A0 (with Q as in (15c)), so applica-
tion of (6) gives
A2=T 23A0=QA1 Q
&1=A0 V2 , A3=T 31A0=QA2Q
&1=A0V3 ,
where
V2=QV1Q&1, V3=Q&1V1Q.
A1 , A2 , A3 are of type (2) , (3) , (1) , respectively. By use of (13b, c) (with
q=2), there is no difficulty in verifying the identity
A0V1VV&13 =&33 A0 , or equivalently, A4=D333 A3 .
Further application of (6) gives
A10=T 13T
1
2 T
1
2A0=D333 A0 , A13=T
2
1T
2
3T
2
3A0=D131A0 ,
A15=T 32T
3
1 T
3
1A0=D232 A0 , A14=T
2
1T
2
1T
3
1A0=D33
&1
3 A0 ,
A11=T 32T
3
2 T
1
2A0=D13
&1
1 A0 , A12=T
1
3T
1
3T
2
3A0=D23
&1
2 A0 .
The neighbor graph T2 has two types of circles. This follows at once from
the identities
(T 32T
3
1T
3
1)(T
2
1T
2
3 T
2
3)(T
1
3 T
1
2T
1
2) A0=A0 (circle length: 9),
T 23T
3
1T
1
2A1=A1 (circle length: 3)
(see Fig. 3). Summarizing, we have proved that the automorphisms of 42
are given by the transformations 3k1 3
j
2 (k, j # Z) and that 1 , 2 are
fundamental units in K2 . Accordingly, since det(Di3i)=1, there are only
the two values (6(A0))d(42) and (6(A1))d(42) to be considered. Since
6(A0)=1>6(A1)= &&11 (1+2), d(42)= &9
&1
1 2 , it follows that
}(L2)=}(42)=
6(A0)
d(42)
=
|1(2)|
92(2)
=0.6012...>}(L1) (cf. (16a)).
4.5. The isolatedness of the critical lattice L*. We let q=1 and apply
the results of Section 4.4. Let T1 be the neighbor tree induced by L1=L*.
We consider the terminating expansion W*=[w0*, w1*, ..., w9*] # W2
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associated with the subtree S of T1 on the nodes A0 , A1 , ..., A9 (see Fig. 2).
The digit vectors wj* are easily obtained from the neighbor relation (15).
We have to determine the polygons B1 , B2 , B3 in the decomposition of the
polytope ((W*)&1)$=B1_B2_B3 . By (15) we have
1 x1 x2
A0=\x4 1 x3+ ,x5 x6 1
0 0 0 x1 &x1&x2 x2
A1=T 12 A0=D2 A0 \1 &1 0+=\&1 1+x3 &x3+ ,0 &1 1 x6 &x6&1 1
0 0 &1 &x2 x1+x2 &1+x1
A4=T 13A1=D3 A0 \ 0 1 1+=\&x3 1+x3 &x4+1+ ,&1 1 0 1 &x6&1 x5&x6
0 &1 0 x1 1&x1&x2 &x1&x2
A5=T 32 A1=D1 A0 \&1 1 1+=\ &1 &x4+1+x3 1+x3 + .0 1 1 &x6 &x5+x6+1 x6+1
A1 is of type (4) , therefore x1 , x3 , x5 # (0, 1), x2 , x4 , x6 # (&1, 0). Since
(i1 , k1)=(1, 2), we must have |x1|=x1>|x2|= &x2 , hence x1+x2>0.
Similarly, (i4 , k4)=(1, 3) implies |&x1&x2|=x1+x2<|x2|=&x2 , hence
x1+2x2<0. A5 is of type (4) and extremal, therefore |x1|=x1>
|1&x1&x2|=1&x1&x2 and 1+x6>|x6|=&x6 , hence 2x1+x2&1>0
and 2x6+1>0. Since the system of relations (15) is invariant with respect
to cyclic permutation of x1 , x3 , x5 and x2 , x4 , x6 , we obtain at once
x2j&1+2x2j<0, 2x2j&1+x2j>1, 2x2j+1>0 ( j=1, 2, 3).
Of course, there is a large number of further inequalities, but they are all
redundant, and the polygons Bj ( j=1, 2, 3) are already characterized by
the above inequalities. By the symmetry of (15), they are identical in shape;
their vertices are ( 23 , &
1
3), (
3
4 , &
1
2), (1, &
1
2). It follows that
2
3<x2j&1<1,
& 12<x2j<&
1
3 ( j=1, 2, 3), which implies at once
17 |x2x3|>1&|x2x4 x6|+x1 x3x5+x1 |x4|+x3 |x6|+x5 |x2|
=det(A0)(>0) (17)
for all points x # ((W*)&1)$. We have proved that the polytope ((W*)&1)$
does not intersect L (cf. (10a)), and clearly the same is true for every sub-
polytope (W &1)$ generated by any extension W oW*.
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As regards W3-extensions, the present situation is somewhat untypical:
since all (nine) neighbors in layer 3 are singular, any extension of W* has
to go into layer 4 (remember that end-nodes must be regular), hence
W3-extensions, in the strict sense of our definition, actually do not exist
here (see Fig. 2).
In exactly the same way it is shown that the terminating expansions
W=[w0 , ..., w9] associated with the lattices L2 , resp. L5 , give rise to
polytopes (W&1)$ which also do not intersect L.
4.6. The minima on the other polytopes. As mentioned in Section 4.3,
there do exist points x # L for which .j (x) is negative on any neighbor
Aj (x) in layers l3 and whose neighbor tree therefore requires extension
into layer 4, but there is only a small number of W4-extensions generated
by those points. The respective polytopes had to be treated individually
and very carefully, as their minima &(W) (cf. (12c); restrictions (10) were
not imposed here) turned out to be very close to 0 (yet positive; recall that
our proof would have collapsed if, in the course of our subdivision process,
we had detected even a single chain of nested polytopes whose minima
were all negative).
We begin this section with a detailed discussion of the polytope whose
minimum was found to have the absolutely smallest value. Let
X=[w0 , ..., wj=( pj , rj ; ij , kj ; sj , tj), ..., w9] # W3
be the terminating expansion whose digits ( p0 , r0 ; i0 , k0), ..., ( p9 , r9 ; i9 , k9)
are given by
(7, &1; 0, 0), (13, 0; 1, 2), (11, 0; 2, 1), (13, 0; 3, 1), (8, 1; 3, 2),
(13, 2; 2, 1), (10, 3; 3, 1), (12, 4; 3, 2), (4, 5; 3, 1), (5, 6; 3, 1)
and whose neighbor relations Aj=Ej A0Uj are determined by the integer
matrices
0 0 0 &1 1 0 &1 0 1
U1=\1 &1 0+ , U2=\&1 0 0+ , U3=\&1 1 0+ ,0 &1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 &1 0 1 &1 0 2 0 1
U4=\&1 1 1+ , U5=\ 1 &1 0+ , U6=\ 1 &1 1+ ,0 0 1 &1 0 1 &1 0 0
0 &1 1 2 &1 &1 3 0 &2
U7=\1 1 &1+ , U8=\ 1 &1 &1+ , U9=\ 2 &1 &1+ .0 1 0 &1 0 1 &1 0 1
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Alternatively, we could have given the digits sj , tj but it is this kind of
information which we actually need for deriving the linear inequalities
characterizing the polytope (X&1)$=B_C_D.
After omitting redundancies, we find that the polygons B, C, D are
determined by the following inequalities:
B: &2x2<x1<1, 1&2x1<x2<0 (vertices: (x1 , x2)=( 12 , 0), (1, 0), (1, &1)),
C: {0<x3 , &2+x3<3x4<&
3
2
5x4<2x3&3
(vertices: (x3 , x4)=( 14 , &
1
2), (
1
2 , &
1
2), (0, &
2
3), (0, &
3
5)),
D: x5< 12 , 1&
5
2 x5<x6<
2
3&
5
3 x5 (vertices: (x5 , x6)=(
2
5 , 0), (
1
2 , &
1
6), (
1
2 , &
1
4)),
We have
det(A0)=1+x1 x3x5+x2x4 x6&x1x4&x2 x5&x3 x6 ,
6(A0)=1, 6(A5)=(1+x1&x2)(1+x4),
6(A1)=x1(1+x3), 6(A6)=(2+x1&x2)(x5+x6),
6(A2)=(1+x1)(&x4), 6(A7)=x1(&x4+1+x3)(x5&x6),
6(A3)=(1+x1) x5 , 6(A8)=(2+x1&x2)(1+x4)(&x5&x6+1),
6(A4)=x1(1&x4)(1+x6), 6(A9)=(3+2x1&x2)(&2x5&x6+1);
.j (x)=6(Aj)&}^ } det(A0) ( j=0, ..., 9),
.X (x)=max[.0(x), ..., .9(x)].
The function .X (x) takes negative values on L & (X&1)$, but fortunately
this occurs only on the subpolytope (Z&1)$/(X&1)$ generated by the
W4-extension Z=[w0 , ..., w9 , w10 , w11]oX which is obtained by adjoining
the neighbors
3 2 1 3 2 0
A10=T 21A8=E10 \ 2 1 1+ A0 , A11=T 32A9=E11 \ 2 0 1+ A0 .1 1 1 1 1 0
Accordingly, we have two more functions .j (x)=6(Aj)&}^ } det(A0)
( j=10, 11), where 6(A10)=(3+2x1&x2)(&2x4&1+x3)(&x5&x6+1),
6(A11)=(3+2x1&x2)(&2x4+x3)(&x6). The tree associated with
X, Y, Z is shown in Fig. 1. The polytope (Y&1)$ generated by Y=[w0 , ...,
w9 , w10] (ZoYoX) coincides with (X&1)$, and the extension Z is respon-
sible for just one additional restriction, concerning the polygon D; we have
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(Z&1)$=B_C_D where D is the subpolygon of D determined by the
inequalities
x5< 12 , 1&
5
2 x5<x6<
1
3&x5
(vertices: (x5 , x6)=( 49 , &
1
9), (
1
2 , &
1
6), (
1
2 , &
1
4)).
Some calculation shows that the minimum of .Y (y)=max[.0(y), ...,
.10(y)] on the polytope clos X&1"(Z&1)$ has the value 0.044... . This is a
common value of the functions .j (y) ( j=0, 1, 5, 6, 8, 10), and it is attained
at the boundary point y^ with coordinates
y^1= 14 (&9+- 145), y^2=y^1&1, y^3=y^&11 &1, y^4=&12 , y^5= 12 , y^6= &16.
The minimum of .Z (z)=max[.0(z), ..., .11(z)] on clos Z&1 can also be
determined explicitly by combining the method applied in [22], Section 4,
p. 34 f., with numerical arguments. This minimum is attained at the interior
point z^ # (Z&1)$ arising as the unique solution of the seven equations
.0(z)=.j (z), j=4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11. (Indeed, only six of these equations
are independent, since .6=.8 follows directly from .0=.5=.6). The
coordinates (z^1 , ..., z^5)=(b , &c^, h , &f , }^) and z^6= &k are algebraic irra-
tionalities of degrees 16 and 8, respectively. Their values are }^= 14(3&
(8k 2+1)12), f =(1& }^+k )&1 (1&2}^+2k ), h =&1&2f +(k (2& f ))&1 f ,
b =((1&k )(1+ f ))&1, c^=&1&b +(1& f )&1, where k =0.1568... is the
only one among the eight real solutions of the equation 9k8&63k7+
40k6+328k5&633k4+369k3&38k2&20k+3=0 in the relevant interval
[ 19 ,
1
4]. Inserting these values gives .j (z^)=0.030... ( j=0, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
11). Summarizing, we have .(x)min[0.044..., 0.030...]>0 for each
x # (W&1)$, as desired.
We observe that max[6(Aj (z^))det(A0(z^): j11]=0.5966... is greater
than }(L1)=0.5784..., but smaller than the value }(L2)=0.6012... which we
conjecture to be the second minimum of the spectrum of }. It seems likely
that this conjecture can be confirmed by further extension beyond layer 4,
but the additional difficulties appear to be unsurmountable at present.
In contrast to the cumbersome treatment of the W4-polytopes, it is a
matter of numerical routine to establish the positivity of the minima +(W)
for the polytopes on levels l3, and also of +0 (cf. (12a,b)). It is evident
that for each W the functions .(x), $(x) and (x) satisfy a Lipschitz condi-
tion on clos W&1 with some Lipschitz constants _.(W), _$(W), _(W)
(with respect to the maximum norm, say) depending on W. The same is
true for .0(x), $(x) and (x) on the set M which is also a (small) compact
subset of clos A . Since the expansions W # W have universally bounded
lengths and digits, the Lipschitz constants are also universally bounded.
As a consequence, the verification of inequalities (12) can be reduced to a
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strictly finite problem, but there is much numerical work involved which
could not possibly have been done without the help of a computer. In
order to establish (12b) or (12c), it suffices to verify the inequality
min[.(x$)]>(1v) _.(W), where x$=(u1 v, ..., u6 v) runs through the
finitely many points of the lattice (1v) Z6 (v a suitably fixed positive
integer) in clos W&1 for which $(x$)>&(1v) _$(W) and (x$)>
&(1v) _(W) holds. Likewise, (12a) follows if the inequality min[.0(x$)]
>(1v) _.(M) can be verified on the set of points x$ # (1v) Z6 & M for
which $(x$)>&(1v) _$(M) and (x$)>&(1v) _(M).
The following simple observation is basic for carrying out our finite sub-
division process: once it is proved that +(W)>0 (or &(W)>0) holds for
some W, we may forget about any extension W oW, since then evidently
((W )&1)$(W&1)$ and .W (x).W (x) for all x # (W &1)$, and therefore
+(W )+(W).
4.7. The SwinnertonDyer lattices. To complete the proof, it remains
to discuss the expansions associated with the SwinnertonDyer lattices
L1 , ..., L19 . The exact values of }(Lj) can be determined explicitly. In
Section 4.4 we have given the argument for the lattices L1 , L2 and L5 .
The calculations for the remaining lattices are of a similar nature but much
more involved. The results are presented in Table II.
Line 3 contains the numerical values (in truncated decimal represen-
tation) of the cubic irrationalities }(Lj), j=1, ..., 19, in increasing order
(i=1, ..., 19; line 1).
The index j in line 2 refers to the first column of Table III, p. 384, in
SwinnertonDyer’s paper [26]. For each lattice Lj a maximal matrix
A( j)=B( j)U ( j) may be obtained by applying the transformation
r1 r2 r3
U ( j)=\s1 s2 s3+t1 t2 t3
specified in line 4 to the (non-extremal) SwinnertonDyer basis
:1 ;1 1
B=\:2 ;2 1+ ;:3 ;3 1
here we define :1=:=p(), ;1=;=q() to be the cubic irrationalities
given in columns 4, 5 of SwinnertonDyer’s Table III as polynomials in
the smallest root =1 of the field equation for Lj (column 2). Taking
conjugates 2 , 3 (1<2<3) gives conjugate coordinates :n=p(n),
;n=q(n) (n=2, 3). Obviously A( j) is a basis iff j{1, 3, 14. For the
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singular matrices A(1), A(3), A(14) we have added a transformation U ( j)
leading to a neighbor basis A ( j)=B( j)U ( j). As regards signs, all the matrices
A( j) have positive diagonal elements, but only A(14) and the bases A(8),
A(10), A(19) are already in standard extremal form.
The entries in the last line give the number of different values for the
volumes of extremal parallelepipeds in each lattice (roughly speaking,
this number reflects the intricacy of the structure of the neighbor tree). In
passing we mention that non-equivalent parallelepipeds may have equal
volumes; one such example is A(11) and its neighbor T 13T
2
3A
(11) whose
volumes are 8(1&:1)(:2&;2)=8(&3:1+;1+3)(1&:2) :3 (:i , ;i as of
lattice L11).
In any instance the reader will find it easy to check the extremality
of A( j)=(amn) and the correctness of the numerical value of }(Lj)=
(r1 :1 + s1;1 + t1)(r2 :2 + s2 ;2 + t2)(r3:3 + s3 ;3 + t3)d(Lj). It can be
proved that each A( j) is actually maximal, but we do not need this for
our purpose.
We remark that there is some incompatibility concerning the matrices
U (1), U (1), U (2) and U (5) in Table II and our results in Section 4.4, since
SwinnertonDyer’s field equations I, II, V ([26], Table III, column 2) do
not allow a unified treatment and we therefore preferred to work with the
equivalent equations (13a). Clearly the results differ only up to equivalence.
The above results confirm the anticipated inequalities (3a). The proof of
the Theorem is complete.
Remark. It should be noticed that the two-dimensional spectrum (with
minimum 0.7236...) is part of the three-dimensional one (see [13], [16]),
and so interferes with the above list for i14.
We have some numerical evidence supporting the following
Conjecture. The lower spectrum of } is made up of the (isolated) values
}(L1), }(L2), }(L9).
5. Appendix
5.1. Figures.
5.2. Minkowski’s Parallelepiped Algorithm (For notation and back-
ground explanation see end of Section 3).
type of A0 : (1)
case 1) j>k: A1=(a2 , &a1+a2 , a3), type of A1: (5);
case 2) j<k: A1=diag(1, &1, &1) } (a2 , a1&a2&a3 , a3), type of A1 :
(3) .
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Figure 1
Fig. 2. The tree for Lq , q{2.
Fig. 3. The tree for L2 .
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TABLE III
Subcase m n $ Type of A1
1) u<c and v>k M&1 N+1 1 (1)
2) u<b&c and v<0 M N&1 &1 (4)
3) u<b and v>0 and (u>c or v<k) M N &1 (4)
4) u<b and v<0 and u>b&c M N 1 (1)
5) u>b and v>0 M N+1 1 (1)
6) u>b and v<0 M+1 N &1 (4)
type of A0 : (2) or (5)
Let M=[(al&x2 x5)(x2x6&lx1)], N=[\(x1 x5&ax6)(x2x6&lx1)]
(Here and below the upper and lower signs refer to types (2) and (5) ,
respectively;
[:] means the greatest integer below :),
u=a&bM&cN, v=\j+kM&lN.
A1=diag($, $, 1) } (\$a1 , $(a1ma2&na3), a3).
type of A0 : (3)
case 1) a+c<2b: A1=diag(&1, 1, &1)(a2 , a1+a2&a3 , &a3), type of
A1 : (2);
case 2) a+c>2b: see below
type of A0 : (4)
case 1) a<2b and f <h and j+k<l: A1=(a2 , &a1+a2 , a3), type of
A1 : (2);
case 2) a>2b or f >h or j+k>l: see below.
type of A0 : (3) or (4) , cases 2)
(Here and below the upper and lower signs refer to types (3) and (4) ,
respectively.)
A1=diag(\1, 1, \1) } (&a2 , a2a3 , \a3), type of A1 : (6).
Since A1 is singular in these (and only in these) cases, A1 does not lend
itself for deriving the subsequent neighbors. This has to be done by going
back to the starting basis A0: The transformations T iA1=T ik(T
1
2A0)
(i=1, 3, k{i) yielding the double neighbors (in Minkowski’s terminol-
ogy) of A0 are given as follows:
T 1A1 , case (i). b>2c: T 1=T 12
Let M=[\(al&x2x5)(x2x6&lx1)], N=[\(al&x2x5)+(x1x5&ax6)
(x2x6&lx1)], u=a&(b&c) M&cN, v= &j+(l&k) M&lN, u0=b&c,
u1=c, v1=l&k.
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TABLE IV
Subcase m n $ Type of T 12A1 Type of T
1
3A1 Type of T
3
2A1
1) u<u1 and v>v1 M&1 N+1 1 (5) (4) (4)
2) u<u1 and v1>v>0 M N+1 &1 (3) (2) (1)
3) u>u1 and v>0 M N+1 1 (5) (4) (4)
4) u<u0 and v<0 M N 1 (5) (4) (4)
5) u>u0 and v<0 M+1 N+1 &1 (3) (2) (1)
T 12 A1=diag(\1, &$, $) } (&a2\a3 , $(a1&ma2\(m&n) a3), $a3);
T 1A1 , case (ii). b<2c: T 1=T 13
Let M=[\(x2 x4&ax3)+(ag&x1x4)(x1x3&gx2)], N=[\(x2x4&
ax3)(x1 x3&gx2)], u=a&cM&(b&c) N, v=\f+hM&( g+h) N,
u0=c, u1=b&c, v1=h.
T 13 A1=diag(\1, &$, $) } (a3 , $(&a2\a3), $(a1&na2(m&n) a3))
(the values of m, n, $ and the type of the new neighbor can be found in
Table IV).
T 3A1 , case (i). 2k<l: T 3=T 32
Let M=[(&x1x5+ax6)(x2 x6&lx1)], N=[(\(al&x2x5)&(x1x5&
ax6))(x2 x6&lx1)], u=j&(l&k) M&kN, v=&a+(b&c) M&bN,
u0=l&k, u1=k, v1=b&c.
T 32 A1=diag($, &$, \1) } ($a2 , $(a1&(m&n) a2\ma3 , &a2\a3))
(for the values of m, n, $ and the type of the new neighbor see also
Table IV).
T 3A1 , case (ii). 2k>l: T 3=T 31
type of A0 : (3)
T 31 A1=diag(&1, &1, 1) } (&a1&a2+a3 , &a2+a3 , a2), new type: (5);
type of A0 : (4)
j>k: T 31A1=diag(&1, 1, &1) } (&a1+a3 , a2+a3 , a2), new type: (2);
j<k: T 31A1=diag(1, &1, &1) } (a1 , &a2&a3 , a2), new type: (5) .
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